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Chairman Wyden, Ranking Member Crapo, and members of the committee, my name is Mark 
Sendak, and I appreciate the opportunity to serve on the panel today and offer my testimony. I 
must note that any views expressed today and in my written testimony are my own and may not 
necessarily reflect those of my employer or the institutions that participate in a multi-
stakeholder partnership of which I am proud to serve in a leadership role. 
 
I serve as the Population Health & Data Science Lead at the Duke Institute for Health Innovation 
(DIHI for short) and the Co-Lead of Health AI Partnership. I studied mathematics and health 
policy before completing medical training and have been developing and implementing AI 
technologies for over a decade. 
 
Since DIHI’s founding in 2013, our team has led the development and responsible 
implementation of over 20 AI technologies for clinical care.1 We were the first in the US to 
implement a deep learning model in routine clinical care.2 We were the first to implement 
Model Facts labels (similar to nutrition facts labels) for AI tools that laid the groundwork for 
ONC’s final rule on algorithm transparency.3,4 We have incubated four companies to 
commercialize AI products built at Duke and we help healthcare organizations across the 
country validate these technologies. 
 
Our team has demonstrated the benefits of AI in healthcare. Duke dramatically improved the 
quality of sepsis care using our Sepsis Watch system.5 Duke proactively manages chronic 
diseases in Medicare patients by using AI to identify patients at risk of complications.6 Duke has 
now extended this chronic disease management approach to all patients. 
 
But my comments today will not focus on the amazing work I’ve been a part of at Duke. Today, 
I’m speaking with you primarily as the Co-Lead of Health AI Partnership. 
 
In 2018, a mentor asked me “how do we get AI out of the ivory tower?” At that time, my 
experience with AI at Duke was unimaginable to people outside a few exceptional islands of 
excellence. And there was minimal building of infrastructure to advance the use of AI in low-
resource settings. 
 
In 2021, I helped launch Health AI Partnership to advance the safe, effective, and equitable use 
of AI in all healthcare organizations. We exist to get AI out of the ivory tower. 
 
The Senate Finance Committee can take concrete action to advance accountability, equity, 
privacy, and transparency in the use of AI in healthcare. The Medicare program ensures the 
delivery of high-quality care for beneficiaries through conditions of participation and other 



mechanisms. There is a unique opportunity for this Committee to strengthen Medicare controls 
on the use of AI and to facilitate investments in technical assistance, technical infrastructure, 
and training. 
 
First, we can address guardrails. 
 
Through Health AI Partnership, we work with twenty organizations across the US to surface and 
disseminate AI best practices. We interview leaders and run case-based workshops on complex 
topics. We develop practical resources for healthcare leaders asking basic questions: how do I 
evaluate different externally built AI products? How do I navigate the new FDA clinical decision 
support guidance? How do I assess the potential future impact of this AI product on health 
inequities? How do I align organizational processes with the White House Blueprint for an AI Bill 
of Rights? 
 
Health AI Partnership resources and programs provide guardrails for high-resource organizations 
that are rapidly accelerating their use of AI. Adoption of these guardrails by hospitals could be 
required for Medicare program participation. But guardrails only serve the few organizations 
that are already on the AI adoption highway. 
 
We must also address the more critical need for roads, onramps, and bridges—the core 
infrastructure investments needed to ensure that all people in the US benefit from AI in 
healthcare. 
 
Most healthcare organizations in the US need an onramp to the AI adoption highway. They are 
struggling with clinician burnout. They face razor thin or negative margins. They are entirely 
dependent on external EHR vendors for technology expertise and assistance. Simply put, they 
do not have the resources, personnel, or technical infrastructure to embrace guardrails for the 
AI adoption highway. 
 
Core infrastructure investments are needed for technical assistance, technology infrastructure, 
and training: 

- Technical Assistance: A national hub-and-spoke network is needed to diffuse AI 
expertise beyond centers of expertise to low-resource settings. Hubs can provide 
operational and technical support to sites implementing AI, similar to existing programs 
that extend specialist expertise to low-resource settings.7,8 

- Technology Infrastructure: Technology infrastructure that is distinct from EHRs is 
required to facilitate the efficient evaluation and clinical integration of AI tools. This 
infrastructure allows sites to test many AI products simultaneously with ongoing 
monitoring. Without addressing this capital investment, a market failure will continue 
preventing AI developers from efficiently commercializing products.9 

- Training programs: Broadly accessible programs targeting clinical, technical, and 
operational leaders are urgently needed to equip the healthcare workforce with the 
foundational knowledge required to locally govern AI. Healthcare will increasingly 
become AI-enabled and local AI governance will be a core competency. 



 
Congress has tackled this type of challenge before. Fifteen years ago, Congress enabled the 
broad adoption of EHRs through funding technical assistance programs and technology 
infrastructure investments.10 That funding supported the purchase of EHRs along with 62 
regional extension centers to support EHR implementations in low-resource settings. While 
EHRs are far from perfect, federal programs did successfully diffuse the technology across the 
country. We need similarly bold action now. 
 
Enacting Medicare controls and infrastructure investments to advance the safe, accountable, 
equitable, private, and transparent use of AI in healthcare will take time and be iterative. I look 
forward to continuing to share learnings from Health AI Partnership and am eager to support 
future work conducted by the Senate Finance Committee. 
 
Thank you, again, for this opportunity, and I look forward to answering your questions.  
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